TURN A POTENTIAL
LIABILITY INTO
A VIBRANT
COMMUNITY ASSET

REIMAGINING MALLS

IN THE AGE OF AMAZON
WHAT ARE THE RIGHT DECISIONS TO MAKE NOW
FOR SHOPPING MALLS AND A CHANGING MARKET?
Today, as we see once-vibrant malls lose big box anchors, new
strategies are emerging to fill empty stores and regain the
economic impact the mall once provided. Couple that with the
profound shifts in the retail marketplace and the high operating
costs of spacious malls with huge parking lots, and the conclusion
seems clear – the future use of mall locations needs to be
addressed.
How we shop continues to evolve; With the decade-long
trend toward online shopping compounded by pandemic-era
adaptations that are still evolving, retail businesses in countless
communities look different. The number one question many
communities and mall owners are faced with is, what are the
right decisions to make now for a still uncertain future? The
second, how do we make those things happen?
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A SOLUTION THAT HELPS MUNICIPALITIES...

• Increases the tax base with new
development
• Allows for population increases (without
annexing new land)
• Addresses housing challenges
• Eliminates blighted malls and surrounding
outlots

...ALSO HELPS MALL OWNERS/OPERATORS

• Converts slow/no growth liabilities into
high growth assets
• Creates long-term property management
value and return
• Rejuvenates remaining retail and
improves ability to attract new tenants
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5 TRANSFORMATIONS THAT MATCH PLACE TO TRENDS
To make the right decisions using existing
conditions and limited assets, weigh
carefully how your community needs and
assets mesh with both long-term trends
and short-term resiliency. Then explore
the future-ready options being exercised
by communities and owners of declining
shopping malls today:

REINVENTION EXAMPLE: WALKABLE LIFESTYLE

1

TURNING THE EXISTING
FOOTPRINT “INSIDE-OUT.” Even
with continual repositioning in retail, all
signs point to reduced footprints, more
flexible outdoor spaces, and reconfigured
layouts creating opportunities for
redevelopment of outmoded or
overabundant retail square footage. A
strong trend for successfully reinvented
malls is to “turn inside out”—creating
more outward facing window-fronts and
walkable streets, and a greater number
of flexible outdoor spaces including
European-style sidewalk café service. It
should be noted that this trend, providing
more fresh air dining and pedestrianoriented avenues has been shown to be
one of the most pandemic-proof formats.

MADISON, WI: HILLDALE MALL has successfully
adapted to change with phased reinvention and redevelopment. To turn around decades of declining traffic, the
planning team created a trend-ready mixed-reuse strategy that turned inward-facing mall storefronts to the exterior along a walkable street, consolidated surface parking
in a new parking structures, added new condominium
housing in the reclaimed space, and recruited new lifestyle brands and entertainment experiences including a
Sundance Theater and massive new Apple store.

2

CREATING A DESTINATION EXPERIENCE. A trend
noted among young consumers is that of seeking unique
experiences. Many malls have reinvented themselves over time
with the improvement of service, selection, convenience and
overall experience. Brick and mortar retail needs to continuously
reposition itself to stay relevant and will likely include personalized
and enhanced in-store luxury experiences and tailored shopping
using advanced analytics based on smart phone behavior tracking.1
An emphasis on locally sourced and specialty items and recommerce (secondhand goods) are expected.
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The Trendspotter, 2021, “5 Retail Trends that are Changing the Way We Shop”
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3

CREATING A SMART, CONNECTED AND CULTURALLY VIBRANT COMMUNITY CENTER. Many
communities are thinking about the future in terms of smart technology, green energy solutions and
the connection of people in healthy spaces. They want to create economically vibrant and culturally &
ethnically diverse places that attract residents. They want to offer healthy sustainable neighborhoods
with a range of housing and bike-able/walkable streets & paths
that connect neighbors and community together. They want to
create beautiful gathering spaces and offer programming to build
engagement and civic pride. To remain vital and growing, cities have
to position themselves for the future. Smart city technologies allow
cities to offer better municipal services at lower costs.2

4

ADDING THE NEW ATTAINABLE / WORKFORCE HOUSING
YOUR COMMUNITY NEEDS, WHERE IT’S NEEDED. Housing
issues continue to plague most communities. If your community is
facing housing challenges, you need to intervene to make attainable
housing happen. Workforce housing solutions in desirable, walkable locations adjacent to basic needs
and entertainment amenities won’t happen organically; they require strategic planning. For the most
part, developers are motivated to build single-family homes built on green fields. Incentivizing flexible
and affordable housing through redevelopment, especially close to city centers, requires thoughtful
planning that leverages strategic zoning and Tax Increment Financing (TIF) districts.3 It’s an elegant
solution, as it puts a ready customer base in the heart of an area needing customers.
Leveraging a renovated retail base with infill redevelopment can recapture retail supporting activity
through the integration of diverse multi-family residential, community facilities, and open space
destinations. Whether the neighborhood anchor is an existing grocery store or a renovated version
of the former retail mall, re-imagining the land use can reposition the property to the benefit of mall
owners, retail tenants, and surrounding community.

REDEVELOPMENT EXAMPLE:
MALL TO MIXED-USE
THE CITY OF HARTFORD, WI wanted
to pursue its community’s strategic
vision using a large mall property that
had lost its anchor tenant, Kmart. They
worked with Vandewalle & Associates
and its real estate division, Technology
Properties 3, on a redevelopment
concept that mixes retail, office,
restaurant and residential uses.

2
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Smart Cities, A Government Blueprint for Growth, Cisco and Center for Digital Government, 2020
TIF Talks, Vandewalle & Associates, Using TIF Districts to Address Housing Challenges, 2020
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CREATING THE WORK/LIVE CENTER OF THE FUTURE. With all the right assets – location,
access, transportation and land – malls offer true potential for next generation neighborhoods.
The data and countless successful, mixed-use redevelopments prove the point. Homeowners,
particularly newer homeowners of younger generations, are drawn to a new urbanism, preferring
compact, walkable, mixed-use communities to sprawling, car-dependent locations. The trend toward
a healthy, innovative and sustainable community includes walking and bike paths, social gathering
areas, green spaces and a technology infrastructure.4
When mall owners/operators and municipalities work together, they can create a new work/live
center that delivers a compact, walkable, innovative, sustainable mixed-use place that rejuvenates
the mall and surrounding land (mall owner), while it delivers a rejuvenated tax base and housing for a
community’s workforce (municipality).

HARNESSING COMMUNITY ASSETS,
MARKET FORCES, AND NEW REALITIES
The truth is that community leaders wake up every day and think about how to advance a vision or
move a project forward, often constrained with existing assets and limited budgets. They need to
tackle daily challenges at the same time they work towards a bright and sustainable future.

WHAT EXISTING COMMUNITY AND LOCATIONAL ASSETS ARE WE WORKING WITH?
When resources are limited, the success of a mall reinvention
depends largely on the creative ways existing assets are
harnessed and re-purposed. Assessment of these assets can
begin with the mall itself. Since “the mall” was an economic
hub for jobs and commerce, they were built in central locations
on prime real estate that was accessed easily by public
transportation, close to major roads and highways.

SHOPPING MALL ASSETS
• Central locations
• Significant acreage
• Public transportation
accessible
• Close to major roads and
highways

HOW CAN WE PAY FOR THE CHANGE WE NEED?
The economic climate today means several opportunities exist for supplemental funding support.
TIF districts, Opportunity Zones and other ongoing funding tools are always important to consider.
New grant funding continues to evolve and come available to support economic development
following the COVID-19 pandemic. Ask a professional planning firm like Vandewalle & Associates to
help you assess your funding options.
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3 Urban Planning Trends that are Changing How Our Cities Will Look in the Future, Building Design + Construction, 2020
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GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS
Mall reinvention from vacant to vibrant is possible. It addresses the vision and direction of the future
while solving real challenges of today.
• Hire a strong planner with a good working knowledge of local market forces and real estate.
• Consult with experts in tax incremental financing (TIF), federal Opportunity Zones and other
funding strategies.
• Update zoning entitlements.
• Open dialogues and collaborate with commercial developers.
• Form an owner/municipality group to work together to advance the project.

VANDEWALLE & ASSOCIATES is a multi-disciplinary team of masters in urban planning, economic
development, regional economic strategists, redevelopment specialists, and designers. With offices in
Madison and Milwaukee Wisconsin and a new office in Columbus, Ohio, we have served communities
throughout the Midwest and beyond for more than 40 years. It is this expertise studying market
forces and harnessing change that makes us the ideal partner to envision new uses for existing
community features that have outlived their intended use, helping harness community assets and
future trends to create a vibrant new future. Visit us at WWW.VANDEWALLE.COM to learn more.
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